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Abstract

CANDU power reactor fuel has demonstrated an enviable operational record. More than 99.9% of
the bundles irradiated have provided defect-free service. "Defect excursions" which occur from
time to time are responsible for the majority of reported defects. In some cases R&D effort is
necessary to resolve these problems. In addition, development initiatives are also directed at
improvements of the current design or reduction of fuelling cost. The majority of the funding for
this effort has been provided by COG (CANDU Owners Group) over the past 10 to 15 years. This
paper contains an overview of some key Fuel Technology programs within COG.

The CANDU reactor is unique among the world's power reactors in its flexibility and adaptability
to use a number of different fuel cycles. A very active program of analysis and development, to
demonstrate the viability of different fuel cycles in CANDU, has been funded by AECL in parallel
with the work on the natural uranium cycle. Market forces and advances in technology have
obliged us to reassess and refocus some parts of our R&D effort in this area, and, in the recent past,
significant success has been achieved in integrating all the Canadian efforts in this area. This paper
contains a brief summary of some key components of the Advanced Fuel Cycle program.
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Le combustible des réacteurs de puissance CANDU a un dossier d'exploitation enviable. Plus de
99,9% des grappes de combustible séjournent dans le réacteur sans défaillance. Les «défaillances
épidémiques», qui surviennent de temps à autre, représentent la majorité des défaillances signalées.
Dans certains cas, il est nécessaire de concentrer ses efforts dans la R et D pour résoudre ces
problèmes. En outre, des projets de mise au point visent à améliorer les grappes actuelles et à
réduire les coûts du combustible. La majeure partie des fonds affectés à la R et D ont été fournis par
le Groupe des propriétaires de centrales CANDU (GPC) au cours des 10 ou 15 dernières années. Le
présent document donne une vue d'ensemble de certains programmes du GPC qui portent sur les
techniques du combustible.

Le réacteur CANDU peut s'adapter à différents cycles du combustible. Cette souplesse et
adaptabilité le place dans une position unique parmi les autres réacteurs de puissance du monde. Un
programme d'analyse et de mise au point très dynamique visant à démontrer la viabilité de
l'utilisation de différents cycles du combustible dans le réacteur CANDU a été financé par EACL,
en même temps que les travaux sur le cycle utilisant l'uranium naturel. Les forces du marché et les
progrès techniques réalisés nous ont obligés à réévaluer une certaine partie de nos activités de
R et D dans ce domaine et à les recentrer, et, dernièrement, on a obtenu un succès d'importance en
fusionnant tous les efforts que le Canada poursuit dans le domaine en question. Le présent
document récapitule brièvement certains éléments clés du Programme du cycle du combustible
avancé.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The fuel development program has to compete with other CANDU products and systems for its
share of the available development resources. Like any other industry the CANDU industry
allocates its R&D resources on the basis of balancing short-term imperatives, and long-term
developmental needs. The needs are generally created in two ways:

a. inability of a product or system to meet the existing operating requirements, and

b. a planned, systematic innovation or evolution of an entire product line.

Canadian fuel development program has R&D commitments in both of the above categories.
Although the CANDU power reactor fuel is a mature proven product, operational problems do
arise from time to time which require R&D support in order to be solved. Furthermore, as
operational experience is accumulated and understanding of fuel behaviour increases,
development initiatives can be undertaken to improve the operating margin of the current design
or to reduce fuelling costs. The support for resolving operational problems, and improvements
of current fuel design are presendy funded by the Fuel Technology program within COG
(CANDU Owners Group). COG brings together the CANDU utilities (Ontario Hydro, New
Brunswick Electric Power Commission and Hydro Quebec) and AECL in an organization which
funds and manages R&D work needed by the industry. CANDU fuel has a very active and
productive program of work funded by COG. Some of the key parts of die program are
described in this paper. Canada also has a very vigourous Advanced Fuel Cycle Program, of
which fuel development is a very important component. This program is centered at AECL.
Since other papers in this conference describe in detail the key components in the Advanced
Fuel Cycle Program, this paper provides only a brief overview of this program.

2. CANDU POWER REACTOR FUEL

2.1 DESIGN EVOLUTION

The use of natural uranium has governed the evolution of CANDU fuel. The current production
fuel shares the neutron economy features of the earliest CANDU bundles from which the current
fuel evolved. The features of the current fuel are shown in Figure 1. An important characteristic
of CANDU fuel elements is the thin Zircaloy fuel sheadiing. The minimum wall thickness of
0.38 mm has been used continuously since a portion of the first charge for NPD used this
thickness(l). Because this thin sheathing is collapsible under the normal operating pressure of
die coolant, the need for high density "irradiation stable" fuel pellets was established. The
introduction of other features such as resistance welding, brazing and CANLUB is also shown in
Figure 1. The main design features of the fuel in current production (28-element Pickering,
37-element Bruce and 37-element CANDU 6) have remained unchanged since the introduction
ofCANLUBinl973.
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The evolution of bundle cross-sections is shown in Figure 2. The need for larger bundles and
greater subdivision of elements up to the 37-element design arose from the requirement to
produce increasingly higher power per bundle. The 43-element CANFLEX bundle concept
features increased subdivision, and two element diameters. The driving force here is to lower
element rating (for a given bundle power), in order to facilitate the achievement of extended
burnup.

2.2 PERFORMANCE AND DEFECT MECHANISMS

One of the universally recognized CANDU strengths is the excellent performance of CANDU
fuel(2). More than 900,000 bundles have been irradiated to date, in Canada. Less than 0.1%
have developed defects.

The implication of these statistics for a CANDU 6 reactor, which discharges about 5000 bundles
per year, is that it produces 5 defects per year. This is not true. The total number of bundles and
defects quoted is correct. However, it is not correct to assume diat the number of defects as a
fraction of the total number of bundles irradiated is an equilibrium or a steady-state defect
"rate". The majority of the defects reported have occurred either in a small number of batches of
fuel with manufacturing flaws or as a result of non-standard operation. In those instances the
defect rate is high and is referred to as a "defect excursion". The number of such defect
excursions in Canada has been very small - see Table 1. The prompt and decisive action which
accompanies these events is described in References (3) and (4). The first priority in a defect
excursion is to neutralize the effect of the incident on the reactor performance. In some cases,
the elimination of the root cause of the excursion has required the initiation of a fuel
development program.

The defects that have occurred in CANDU fuel elements and bundles fall primarily into three
categories as shown in Figure 3. The number of manufacturing defects is not known precisely -
the utilities tend to lump them with "unassigned" causes. However, this "combined" category
accounts for approximately 50% of all defects. The next largest defect category is Stress
Corrosion Cracking (SCC). The last category is fretting by debris.

Although the number of manufacturing defects is not known precisely, it is recognized that end
cap welding is by far the most sensitive process in the production of CANDU fuel. At any one
time there are nearly 500,000 end cap to sheath welds in a CANDU core. Therefore, a
manufacturing process that allows 2 ppm defective product would introduce approximately one
defective weld into the core every year. It can be readily shown that standard inspection
practices cannot assure this level of product quality and that a different approach(5) is required.
The recognition of the importance of this process has led to the initiation of development
programs to better understand the parameters affected by end cap welding.

It is clear from Figure 3 that SCC is a very dominant mechanism for fuel failures. CANLUB
was introduced in order to mitigate the conditions which led to the first defect excursion
incident(6) which was attributed primarily to SCC. Other programs are continuing to be funded
to better understand this field which is so critical to fuel performance.

922599 »S0
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Fretting by debris is also an important defect mechanism. It generally occurs due to debris left
behind in the primary heat transport system during reactor construction. In the first few months
of reactor operation, the debris gets trapped in the fuel string and is removed when the fuel is
discharged. Although fretting has caused some limited damage in first-charge fuel, it does not
pose a major long-term threat. The appropriate way to deal with debris is via improved
construction methods, not via fuel redesign.

3. COG FUEL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

3.1 THE FORMATION OF COG

In the section above we give some examples of fuel problems which require R&D funding in
order to be solved. Other, less tangible problems, were also emerging as the traditional roles of
AECL and OH started changing in the mid to late 1970's. These changes were occurring
precisely as the nuclear program was experiencing its greatest growth in Canada. Specifically in
the fuel area challenges were emerging related to the following aspects(7):

• maintenance and improvement of fuel performance;

• enhancement of operating flexibility;

• reduction of fuelling cost;

• provision of technical capability to respond to future problems and opportunities.

Between 1975 and 1984 AECL and OH formulated and refined several times the agreement for
cooperative support of fuel development. Subsequently, other Canadian utilities joined the COG
organization and provided support for the Fuel Technology program(7).

3.2 COG STRATEGIC GOALS

Over the past 3 years COG management has undertaken a thorough review of the structure, the
mission and the goals of the organization. The overall COG structure is shown in Figure 4. The
Fuel Technology working party operates within the Safety and Licensing Technical Committee
(SLTC). Within this structure, the Directing Committee is responsible for defining the overall
mission and scope of the entire program. The technical committees define the common goals for
the working parties that work within their purview. The working parties define the sub-goals
(programs) and have the responsibility for their execution. The SLTC common goals are as
follows:

a. Maintain or increase operating margins over the plant life.

b. Minimize need for costly design changes.

c. Enhance design to increase safety or minimize reliance on safety systems.

d. Reduce operational complexity.

922399/450
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e. Decrease human error contributions.

f. Improve plant performance and economics.

g. Support underlying R&D expertise, infrastructure and response capability.

3.3 FUEL TECHNOLOGY WORKING PARTY

The Fuel Technology working party sub-goals and targets are consistent with the overall goals of
the SLTC. A brief description of some of the key program-elements within the Fuel Technology
program follows.

The Effect of O/M Ratio on CANDU Fuel Performance. This program is aimed at developing
the capability of measuring the spatial distribution of the oxygen-to-metal (O/M) ratio in
irradiated CANDU fuel. The oxygen potential of the fuel (or O/M) is a key parameter, as it
affects thermal conductivity, fission product diffusion, grain growth rates, and the chemical state
and distribution of fission products. This program will also determine the processes that control
the radial redistribution of oxygen in CANDU fuel, including production of oxygen with burnup,
gettering by the Zircaloy sheath, and the role of CANLUB graphite on the oxygen redistribution.

Fundamental Studies. This program seeks to increase our understanding of the important
underlying phenomena and properties in CANDU fuel, such as the changes in thermal
conductivity and fission-gas mobility with burnup and oxidation. Experiments with SIMFUEL
(Simulated high burnup fuel) have proven to be extremely valuable in this regard, and have led
to two important conclusions to date: the presence of fission products at high burnup leads to a
significant reduction in the intrinsic thermal conductivity of the fuel, and fission gas mobility is
enhanced only slightly at high burnup (at least for stoichiometric UO2)(8). Another paper in this
conference describes the most recent findings in our SIMFUEL program on the effect of fuel
stoichiometry on thermal conductivity(9). One other important aspect of this program is our
involvement in the Belgonucleaire High Bumup Club, through which COG will obtain
information on fuel temperatures, thermal conductivity, and gas release from instrumented ramp
tests on high bumup fuel.

CANLUB Development. We have already emphasized the importance of CANLUB in
protecting against SCC. We have a rigourous program aimed at understanding this protection
mechanism, with the goal of developing an improved CANLUB coating. Another paper in this
conference describes progress that has been made in identifying the active compound in
CANLUB(1G,.

Extended Burnup Irradiation and PIE. This program includes fuel irradiations in NRU to
extended bumup, as well as irradiations of prototype bundles containing advanced coatings
(graphite and siloxane CANLUB, zirconium barrier clad). Post-irradiation examination (PIE) of
these and other high bumup bundles contributes to our understanding of the processes in fuel
operation at extended bumup which benefit or jeopardize fuel defect-free performance. The
behaviour of Bruce fuel to burnups of about 500 MWh/kgU is described in another paper in this
conference(ll).

922399/450
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Fuel Model Development. The objective is to provide a model for fuel behaviour under normal
operating conditions. This will produce the following benefits: (a) tool(s) for the acceptance of
manufacturing nonconformances, e.g. effects of manufacturing variations/flaws such as bundle
mass, pellet-to-sheath gap, end cap welds, etc.; (b) tool(s) to guide reactor operation, e.g. effects
of power cycles, non-routine startups, non-routine fuelling, etc.; and (c) help fuel design
evolution, e.g. extended burnup, low void reactivity, direct use of PWR fuel in CANDU reactors,
etc.

Crevice Corrosion (T-Pads). The discovery of localized corrosion of the pressure tube (PT) in
contact with the fuel bearing pad (BP), led to the development of a bearing pad with modified
geometry that reduces heat flux at the PT/BP contact area and eliminates crevice corrosion(12).
All the required out-reactor and irradiation tests with the new pad have been successfully
completed. Prototype irradiations in power reactors are in progress (Bruce) or ready to start
(Pickering, Point Lepreau). When completed, these tests will clear the way for large-scale
implementation.

Fuel Element Operational Limits. The program was initiated after the rash of circumferential
cracks in end cap welds occurred in Bruce fuel(3). The objective is to determine/improve the
defect threshold of the element closure weld. Principal tasks include the determination of: (a)
defect thresholds of unirradiated welds (completed); (b) defect thresholds of irradiated welds (in
progress); and (c) crack growth resistance of as-received and heat-affected microstructures of the
sheath (in progress).

All-Welded Bundle. The replacement of beryllium brazing with welding for appendage
attachment has three positive effects: (a) it eliminates the use of toxic beryllium; (b) it eliminates
the braze heat affected sections of sheathing which has inferior properties; and (c) it reduces
manufacturing costs. Candidate methods of joining have been evaluated, and resistance welding
selected as a viable technology. The next major objective of the program is to demonstrate,
through product design and process development, that the joints have sufficient strength and will
not cause sheath/appendage crevices.

Follow-up to Darlington Fuel Damage Investigation. Inspection of fuel recently discharged
from some Darlington units has revealed the following types of damage: cracked end plates,
spacer wear on the inner elements, wear of the end plates between bundles and bearing pad wear
near the channel inlet The examination also indicates that the damage to the end plates was a
result of fatigue. The root cause of the damage has been attributed to dynamic pressure
oscillations, with amplitudes of up to about 50 kPa at the inlet to the fuel channel, at a frequency
associated with the main pump impeller vane passing frequency of 150 Hz. The problem at the
Darlington station has been eliminated by the change of the main pump impellers which reduced
the dynamic pressure amplitude and increased its frequency to 209 Hz.

922SWMS0
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In response to the results of the Darlington fuel investigation, two new programs have been
initiated:

a. Fuel String Vibration: This program will support the continuation of out-reactor tests which
were instrumental in diagnosing the Darlington problem. New tests will be done, with fuel
bundles having some new features, to examine the sensitivity of the fuel to controlled
pressure oscillations. The test is expected to lead to a better understanding of the parameters
involved and ultimately to (possibly) a better fuel design.

b. Bundle Assembly Weld: This program aims to identify the parameters which govern end
plate cracking. In particular, the properties of assembly weld and end plate geometry are
being investigated.

Decay Heat Removal in Air. In this experimental program, representatives CANDU type
bundles, are simulated with electrically heated rods, with the power to each rod separately
controlled. The temperature transients of the fuel sheaths are monitored while the bundles are
subjected to various (off-normal) cooling environments (e.g. fog, water sprays, etc.). The
geometry of the test setup can be altered to simulate the actual environment at the station. Other
tests using production Zircaloy fuel sheaths have been done in order to define the failure criteria
due to oxidation and hydrogen embrittlement during heatup transients. The experimental
program is continuing in parallel with analysis and modelling.

Fuel Data Documentation. The experience accumulated during the CANDU fuel development
program provides a starting point from which to assess new problems and formulate
development programs. The information is also useful for training purposes. This program,
with contributions from selected experts in the fuel industry, aims to document and record
generic information and techniques used for the design of CANDU fuel, as well as information
on fuel performance.

4. ADVANCED FUEL CYCLE PROGRAMS

CANDU reactor is unique among the world's power reactors in its flexibility and adaptability to
use a number of different fuel cycles. Traditionally, the rationale for advanced fuel cycle
development has been to further improve the already excellent neutron economy of CANDU.
For example, slightly enriched uranium (SEU) of about 1.2% U-235 leads to about a 30%
improvement in fuel cycle costs and uranium utilization compared to natural uranium, and a
reduction in the volume of spent fuel by about a factor of 3. While these are important
considerations, attention has recently been focused on other potential benefits that enrichment
can lead to in CANDU, such as reduction in capital costs, simplification of plant design, and
increase in safety margins. Some of these benefits come as a trade-off with neutron
economy(13).

AECL leads the CANDU advanced fuel cycle program in Canada, and recently significant
progress has been made in coordinating the work done at AECL CANDU and AECL Research,
and focusing the program on shorter-term needs. A short summary of the key initiatives
currently underway in advanced fuel cycles is presented below; many of the programs are
described in greater detail in other papers at this conference.

922599/430
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Recovered Uranium (RU). Recovered Uranium (RU) refers to the uranium contained in
reprocessed LWR fuel. The U-235 level is dependent on the bumup and fuel type of the LWR,
but is typically 0.9%. In CANDU, it would yield about double the burnup of natural uranium
fuel. The use of RU in CANDU is expected to be even more economical than SEU. Its use in
CANDU is preferred to re-enrichment and use in a LWR(14)(15).

CANFLEX. Intrinsic with CANDU advanced fuel cycles is an increase in fuel bumup over that
obtained with natural uranium fuel. The CANFLEX bundle has been developed to facilitate the
achievement of extended bumup in CANDU, by lowering the peak element ratings, and hence
fuel temperatures, fission gas release, etc. Reduced element ratings are achieved through
increased subdivision (43-elemcnts) and two pin sizes. Another paper in this conference
describes the status of the CANFLEX program(16).

DUPIC (Direct Use of Spent PWR Fuel in CANDU). CANDU's excellent neutron economy
leads to a synergy with the LWR. The use of recovered uranium in CANDU is one example of
this; the DUPIC fuel cycle is another. The DUPIC fuel cycle involves the use in CANDU of
spent LWR fuel, without wet reprocessing. The results of a collaborative AECL/KAERI/Los
Alamos assessment of these options is presented in another paper in this conference(17).

Low Void Reactivity Fuel (LVRF) Bundle. Positive void reactivity is an inherent feature of the
current CANDU lattice. The reactor design accommodates this, for example, through the
provision of two independent, fast-acting shutdown systems, each having a high degree of
reliability. As a consequence, the CANDU reactor has a degree of safety which is second to
none. Nonetheless, certain clients may require reduced, or even negative void reactivity, for
licensing, political, or other considerations. As a response, AECL has developed a fuel concept
in which any level of void reactivity, and fuel bumup, can be achieved. Another paper in this
conference discusses the LVRF bundle concept(18).

5. CONCLUSION

The natural uranium fuel cycle has served CANDU well and will continue to do so for some
time to come. Fuel defects have not affected plant capacity at any CANDU station. Fuel "defect
excursions" have occurred at intervals of 3 years, on average. These have been dealt with
expeditiously and in some cases they have provided the direction for our R&D programs.
Recent review of the COG programs has resulted in a coordinated, robust top-down strategy for
future R&D endeavours. Advanced fuel cycles continue to be an active and indispensable part
of CANDU evolutionary strategy. Some exciting recent developments have verified CANDU's
flexibility in exploiting enriched fuel cycles as well as its synergy with the existing LWR cycles.

922599M50
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Symbols
N/A
SCC

TABLE 1: Defect Excursions in CANDU Fuel
- CANADIAN EXPERIENCE

PERIOD
Early 70s
Early 70's

1980
1983/84

1985
1988

1990
1991/92

REACTOR
Pickering

Douglas Point
Douglas Point

Bruce
Pickering
Pickering

Dariington/Bruce-B
Point Lepreau

EXTENT
110 Bundles
80 Bundles
50 Bundles
40 Bundles

N/A
36 Bundles

290 Elements
•

20 Bundles

LOCATION
Ridges
Ridges

Sheaths
Endcaps
Sheaths
Ridges

Endplates
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The extent and causes of end plate cracks are currently under investigation
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FIGURE 1: Evolution of CANDU Fuel Features
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REACTOR
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS/BUNDLE .
ELEMENT DIAMETER mm
NOMINAL BUNDLE POWER kW
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7
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19 19
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- 2 2 0 -
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_ 2 2 1 _
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M&l» **.*•
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UFAr.TDFl
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13 nn
oon
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37
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nnn

GRADED (CANFLEX)

_

NOTE: END PLATE AND INTER-ELEMENT SPACERS AND BEARING PADS ARE SHOWN FOR NPD AND DOUGLAS POINT
BUNDLE. OMnTED FROM OTHER BUNDLES FOR CLARITY

FIGURE 2 EVOLUTION OF CANDU BUNDLE CROSS-SECTIONS
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Figure 3: Causes of Defects In CANDU Fuel Power Reactors
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FIGURE 4: COG R&O PROGRAMS (Management Structure)


